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Investment Approach



Objective and Strategy

Investment objective
• Generate absolute return and achieve consistent 

capital appreciation
• Use of sophisticated and proprietary quantitative 

techniques to profit from recurring trending patterns 
in financial markets

Investment strategies
• The Fund targets trading opportunities in the largest 

and most liquid global macro futures markets
• Examples of target markets include S&P 500, Nasdaq 

100, WTI Crude Oil etc. Commodities

Equity Indices Foreign Exchange



Strategy
Investment strategies
• Combines quantitative multi factor approach 

with trend following in multiple time frames

• Inputs to our strategies consist of purely 
quantifiable factors and proprietary indicators 
including Price Data, Price Derivative and Non-
Price Data
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1. Identify recurring pattern

• Isolate common 
technical properties of 
the beginning and end 
of trends in multiple 
timeframes (i.e. daily, 60 
min, 5min, 1 min)

2. Codify pattern

• Express patterns in 
computer codes 
utilizing our library of 
proprietary indicators

• Combine codified 
patterns to form 
potential trading 
signals

3. Backtest strategies

• Trading signals are 
then used to formulate 
long and short 
strategies in multiple 
timeframes and 
markets

• Each strategy is 
backtested both 
independently and as 
a portfolio over a 
statistically significant 
period of time

4. Evaluate strategy performance

• Focus on metrics such 
as profit factor, 
winning percentage, 
average win over 
average loss, Sharpe 
and Sortino ratio

Investment Process
Rigorous Strategy Research



Investment Process
A Hybrid of Manual and Systematic Strategy Execution

• Combination of manual and fully automated strategy execution
• Manual execution follows the same risk management rules of system 

generated orders
• Manual execution complements systematic strategy because automated 

strategies currently do not cover the patterns of all possible market 
environment

1. Identify recurring pattern

• Capital allocations are 
predefined for each strategy in 
the portfolio

• Aggregate risk exposure cannot 
exceed 5% of capital on any 
given trading day

2. Codify pattern

• Express patterns in computer 
codes utilizing our library of 
proprietary indicators

• Combine codified patterns to 
form potential trading signals

3. Backtest strategies

• Enter and exit position at 
optimal points

• Provides feedback for future 
improvement to strategy



Strategy Profile



• Conventional investment approach can only 
profit from rising market

• Our strategy can take advantage of market 
movement in both directions

Strategy Profile
Our goal is to generate absolute returns in both up and down markets

or



• Market volatility is generally good for our strategies
• Higher volatility translates to bigger trend 

movement and increased profit potential

• Non trending low volatility market environment is 
the most adverse for our strategy

Strategy Profile
Profitability and Volatility
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• Our strategy trades multiple timeframes in less than 
10 markets

• Concurrent long and short position in a given market 
in multiple timeframes result in having net position 
in just one or two products at certain times

• Diversification as a risk reduction method is 
overrated as there is a high degree of correlation 
within the same subset of global markets

Strategy Profile
Portfolio Concentration and Leverage

• Leverage is inherent in futures contract and does 
not have a monetary cost like margin borrowing

• Leverage ratio of our portfolio is generally 
between 0.5-2

• However, our leverage ratio can go up to 5 times 
to take advantage of special opportunity

Diversified investment does not result in reduced 
risk 

Leverage ratio of Cachet’s portfolio is generally between 0.5 - 2

0.5x – 2x



• 5% Daily Risk Limit

• System will make sure the aggregate 
amount of risk taken does not 
exceed the daily risk limit across all 
positions

Hard Daily Risk Limit
• The position of each strategy typically 

risks not more than 1% of total capital

• Each position is protected by a stop loss 
order that is generated at the time of 
entry to ensure each trade will not lose 
more than its predefined risk

Predefined Risk Allocation to 
Strategy

• Size of each position generated by our 
strategies is determined dynamically as 
a function of both capital allocation and 
prevailing volatility in the market

• Position size will generally be reduced 
during periods of high volatility

Dynamic Position Sizing

• Capital allocation by percentage will 
ensure position size to increase as the 
Fund generates positive returns and to 
decrease when the Fund incurs losses

• A strategy that has been winning will 
also receive more capital allocation over 
time and vice versa

Percentage Allocation and Feedback 
Loop

Risk Management



Competitive Edge

Proprietary 
methodology to 

technical analysis

Low correlation 
with other types of 

strategies
Better performance 

in high volatility
Superior Risk-

adjusted returns
Superior risk 
management



Management Team



Biographies
Jansen Leung
Portfolio Manager

Mr. Leung has 20 years of experience in the banking and finance industry. He began his career at Morgan Stanley as an
analyst in the Mergers & Acquisitions Department in New York, and was subsequently transferred to the Equities Division of
Morgan Stanley in Hong Kong and was employed in the capacity of Proprietary Trader. Upon his departure from Morgan
Stanley, Mr. Leung had experience in managing a private investment firm as well as serving in various capacities in a
publicly listed securities firm in Hong Kong. Mr. Leung has been an active trader and an astute student of the global macro
markets for over 15 years. Mr. Leung holds a Bachelor of Arts Degree in Economics from Stanford University.

John Mann
Head of Technology

Mr. Mann possesses 17 years of management experience in software development and information technology operations
on everything from start up to large scale corporate systems. He was one of the original members at Eclipse Trading and
headed up all the software development on the high frequency and low latency derivative market making platform for
Eclipse for 5 years. He has also held positions with Orc Software, Oracle/Sun Microsystems and IBM.

Luke Lam
Senior Quantitative
Developer

Mr. Lam brings to the team over 15 years of experience in software engineering and development. He performed research
in cryptographic technology at University of Hong Kong for 5 years before joining Eclipse Options, where he became a core
member of the backend system development team and successfully deployed a High Frequency Trading system in regional
options markets. Prior to joining the company, Mr. Lam was a Vice President in the Information Technology division in
Citigroup in Hong Kong.



Historical Performance



Performance
• Our actual results from Jan Mar of this year demonstrates our 

superior risk adjusted return.
• Actual gross return for this period is over 26% with a Sharpe ratio 

of 6.7 and a Sortino ratio of 14. Sortino is the same as Sharpe 
ratio except it only takes into account of downside volatility.

• Sortino ratio is a more relevant metrics for our trend following 
strategies as riding a long trend entails relatively high volatility. 
However, we limit our downside and let the upside rides its 
course, so our average win to average loss is typically a multiple 
of over 3.

• Our return in Q12019 on a risk adjusted basis puts us in the elite 
tier of hedge funds in terms of performance metrics

Performance Metrics (2019 Q1)
Cumulative Daily Return 26.39%
Cumulative Weekly Return 26.37%

Annualized Daily Return 181.64%
Annualized Weekly Return 175.72%

Annualized Daily Return Volatility 26.92%
Annualized Weekly Return Volatility 18.38%

(Risk Free Rate Assumption: 2.40%)

Sharpe Ratio (based on daily return) 6.66
Sharpe Ratio (based on weekly return) 9.43

Sortino Ratio (based on daily return) 14.04
Sortino Ratio (based on weekly return) 77.57

% Positive Weeks 83.30%
% Negative Weeks 16.70%
% Positive Months 100.00%



Performance
• In the last 3 months of trading, we only had 2 down days in excess of 2% but had 8 up days in excess of 

2%.
• Largest single up day is 6.8% and largest down day is 3.2%
• In the last 12 weeks of trading, there has only been 2 down weeks. One down week was for the partial 

week during the fund launch (only 2 trading days in the first week as the Fund began trading on Jan 10).
• Monthly returns have been relatively stable for first 3 months of trading (lowest was 7.49% in Feb and 

highest was 8.47% in Jan). There has been no down months yet.

Historical Performance (Weekly and Monthly) (Jan – Mar 2019)

Weekly 10-Jan 14-Jan 21-Jan 28-Jan 4-Feb 11-Feb 18-Feb 25-Feb 4-Mar 11-Mar 18-Mar 25-Mar Q1

Return(%) -1.72 3.88 5.18 0.63 -2.34 7.17 1.39 1.51 1.42 2.79 2.90 1.19 26.37

Monthly January February March

Return(%) 8.47 7.49 8.38



Fund Details
Investment Manager Investment Manager: Wave Rider Capital Investment Management
Investment Advisor Cachet Asset Management Limited (Hong Kong)
Prime Broker Interactive Brokers LLC
Administrator Swiss Financial Services
Legal Advisor Ogier 
Auditor Rankin Berkower (Cayman) Ltd
Share Class Class A
Management fee p.a. 2%

Performance fee 
10% for return less than 10%
20% for return between 10-30%
30% for return above 30%

Lock Up 6 months
Redemption Procedure Monthly after lock up expires
Downside Protection N/A
Minimum Investment USD 250,000
Subscription Deadline No



Disclaimer
• This document is intended for the use of professional or institutional investors only and should not be relied upon by retail investors. Circulation must be

restricted accordingly. Any reproduction of this information, in whole or in part, is prohibited.
• This document is prepared for the use of presentation, illustration and discussion. It contains preliminary information only and is not legally binding. It should

not be considered as an offer or solicitation to deal in any investment products.
• Cachet Asset Management Limited (“Cachet”) which prepared this document believes that information in this document is based upon sources that are

believed to be accurate, complete, and reliable. However, Cachet does not warrant the accuracy and completeness of the information, and shall not be liable
to the recipient or controlling shareholders of the recipient resulting from its use. Cachet is under no obligation to keep the information up-to-date.

• This document has been prepared without taking into account the specific personal circumstances, investment objectives, financial situation or particular
needs of any particular person The provision of this document shall not be deemed as constituting any offer, acceptance, or promise of any further contract
or amendment to any contract. Nothing herein shall be construed as granting the recipient, explicit or implicit, any license or right to the information in this
document.

• Investment involves risk. You should be aware that investments may increase or decrease in value and that past performance is no guarantee of future
returns, you may not get back the amount originally invested. Please refer to the offering documents for details of the risks of investing in the Fund. Future
performance and the capital value of the Fund are not guaranteed. Past performance figures are not indicative of future performance. The value of units may
rise as well as fall. Investors are reminded that in certain circumstances their right to redeem may be suspended.

• We recommend investors obtain and read a copy of the offering documents (including risk factors) before investing. Investors should not make any
investment decision solely based on this document. This material has not been reviewed by the Securities and Futures Commission (“SFC”) in Hong Kong.

• Cachet Asset Management Limited
• Contact Us: We value your feedback and suggestions. For more information on Cachet and our products and services, please contact us:
• Phone: +852 3579 2090
• Email: ir@cachet-group.com
• Website: www.cachet-group.com
• Wechat ID: cachetgroup

mailto:ir@cachet-group.com
http://www.cachet-group.com/
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